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An exciting new book exclusively for dog owners, trainers, breeders, and veterinarians from the

renowned creator of the Tellington TTouch Method.
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I will graduate as a TellingtonTTouch Practitioner in July 2003. Please do not think that this will

predispose me to think well of this book. I think well of this book because I _know_ it works. When I

first started this training, one of my dogs was a lunging, snarling maniac around other dogs. This

training has made all the difference!The book presents the TTouch method in a clear, logical way

that any animal owner can use. I have used this method, with great sucess, on dogs, cats, &

ferrets.The wonderful "meet them where they are" & "not expect anything more than they are

capable of" philosophy honors the animal and the human.I would recommend this book to any one

who wants a deeper connection with their animals.

TTouch may indeed be the best thing since sliced bread, but this book is not a good, "standalone"

way to learn how to do it. I would have preferred more detail and better pictures of how to DO the

touches instead of getting a book full of testimonials and so-called "case studies."

This book not only has good insight to dogs needs but illustrates the tTouch. It very much

compliments the tape on this same subject.I'm sure happy I got it. So are my 3 dogs.



This is a simple guide book for dog owners who are interested in learning some easy hands-on

techniques to help calm their pet. The information was easy to follow and my dog loves to be petted

using these techniques.I learned the basic philosophy after reading the book once.

This book is top notch with clear photos and diagrams of each T-Touch method. It explains the

history of each technique as well as ways to modify it for your dog.I learned and saw benefit from

the the very first day. The techniques can be used just about anywhere that your dog expeiences

stress, anxiety or just neeeds a bit more from you. This is a book I will recommend over and over

again to anyone who shares their life with dogs.

I really like this TTouch for dogs book by Linda Tellington-Jones. The TTouch method is explained

clearly with many photographs. It's an easy approach to calming an anxious dog, but can be just as

calming for the pet owner or caregiver. I like the format and the size is very handy. it's clearly written

and concise.

Linda is such a wonderful woman who truly loves animals. I learned alot from this book and refer

back to it. My dog was afraid of fireworks quite a bit and after I did T-Touch---he sat by me inside

and was not pacing and scared. He didnt go under the bed & I didnt have to follow him under there,

which I use to do to comfort him. What a miracle that was!!

I try to spend periods of time every day touching and petting mydog, and this method gives me a

system to cover every part of herbody, which also allows me to check all of her for ticks or other

problems.She loves the whole routine and dozes off as I move around. I don'tdo a really soft touch,

but neither do I do a really hard one, either; Ikeep it firm enough for her to feel it but not so firm that

it makes heruncomfortable. She's a senior dog, so I'm hoping it will have benefits forher joint-wise

as time goes on. She only has a bit of stiffness when shefirst wakes up now (like me), but I'm sure

that will change as sheages.
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